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Abstract—  In this paper  we propose to offer encryption as a 

web service using the TEA algorithm. The TEA algorithm is 

chosen due to its simple design. The low memory 

requirement and fast execution is ideal for server 

implementation. It uses feistel cipher for encryption and 

decryption that reduces implementation overload. The 

algorithm can handle large workloads without exhausting 

server resources. The TEA algorithm is characterized by a 

large number of rounds or iterations to make the algorithm 

secure. It has a low set up time which is achieved by the 

lack of look up tables. The proposed system exposes two 

web service api for encryption and decryption, by using this 

client can access this service from anywhere over internet 

Keywords: privacy policy, web service, security, 

encryption. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) is a notably fast, simple 

and Feistel-based block cipher designed to be one of the 

fastest and most efficient cryptographic algorithm compared 

to other algorithms such as IDEA and AES.TEA was 

introduced by Roger M. Needham and David J. Wheeler in 

1994. TEA is designed to minimize the memory footprint 

and maximize speed by making the basic operations weak 

and very simple while high security is achieved by repeating 

these simple operations many times [3]. 

 TEA is a feistel cipher based encryption technique, 

and it uses less memory. TEA has 64 rounds of operation; its 

main draw back is its key strength. TEA is mainly used in 

weight weighted devices. TEA operates on 64 bit plain text 

and 128 bit keys. The plain text is divided into two 32 bit 

right and left block. It has 64 rounds of operations. The 128 

key is split into 32 bit sets. Main draw back of TEA is its key 

strength. Cryptanalysis can be easily carried out on these 

keys.  Security of the algorithm can be improved by 

increasing the no of rounds. It uses feistel cipher for 

encryption and decryption that reduces implementation 

overload. Feistel cipher design also helps to reduce circuit  

design complexity or coding. The abstract structure of TEA 

is shown in figure 1. 

 This paper proposes to implement TEA algorithm 

as web service. Netbeans IDE is used for developing web 

service application. SOAP is used for accessing web service 

hosted in glassfish server. TEA web service is described by 

using WSDL. WSDL is follows Xml syntax. WSDL file 

contains information about the web service, and it describes 

the operation of web service and its location. UDDI is used 

in soap to find the web service. UDDI is a central registry for 

web service. UDDI helps to locate web service provider. It 

contains full information about the service providers and web 

service [4]. 

 

Fig. 1: Execution flow of Tiny Encryption Algorithm. 

II. RELATED WORK 

TEA was first implemented by David Wheeler and Roger 

Needham in 1994 at Cambridge University. It is a feistel 

cipher based encryption technique. TEA operates on 64 bit 

plain text and 128 bit keys over 64 rounds.  Security of the 

algorithm can be improved by increasing the no of rounds. It 

uses feistel cipher for encryption and decryption that 

reduces implementation overload. TEA is a mainly used in 

device having less resources. It provides high security 

compared to o AES and DES. Mobile devices and 

embedded systems uses Tiny Encryption Algorithm because 

of its fast execution and less memory requirements. TEA is 

also used in RFID to transfer information through radio 

waves. Main draw back of TEA is its key strength. 

Cryptanalysis can be easily carried out on these keys.   To 

provide more security eXtended(XTEA) is used[1].  

TEA are used for transmitting data securely over a 

network. Currently TEA is not available as a web service.  

In this paper TEA is implemented as a web service. This 

project can be extended to file level so the encrypted file can 

be transferred to any no of clients over a network and the 

clients having the key can decrypt the text file.     

III. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MODULE 
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A. Tiny Encryption algorithm 

At first, the 64-bits plaintext is split into two inputs with 32-

bits each (which are y and z). There are four passkeys that 

can be defined as the passcode for the user. These passkeys 

are also assigned as inputs in the TEA architecture. 

The initial z input value is firstly being left-shifted 

with 4-bits and the result is then being added up with the 

first passkey which is the K[0] and the result is then being 

kept aside in the memory named as z_2. The initial z input 

value is again being used to be added up with a Golden 

Ratio constant which is 2654435769 in decimal value and 

the result is being stored in the memory named as z_3. The 

following steps is to reuse again the initial z input value to 

undergo a right-shift of 5-bits  and the result is then being 

saved in the memory named z_5.  

 

Fig.2: Encryption steps of Tiny Encryption 

Algorithm 

XOR operation is then being used for all the three 

values in z_2, z_3 and also z_5. This carry the meaning of 

z_2 being XORed with z_3 and the result is being XORed 

again with z_5. This final result is then recorded in the 

memory named z_6. 

Furthermore, the value of z_6 must be added up 

with the initial y input value and the result is hence stored in 

the memory x_1. One TEA round (half a cycle) is 

considered as completed up to this point. 

The encryption process is then being proceed to the 

next round by left-shifting the value of x_1 with 4-bits and 

the result is added up with the third passkey which is K[2]. 

The result is then being kept in a memory named y_2. The 

process is continued with the x_1 value being added up with 

the Golden Ratio constant and y_3 memory is used to record 

the result obtained. Followed by the value of x_1 is again 

being reused to undergo a right-shift of 5-bits then the result 

is added with the value of the fourth passkey which is K[3]. 

The final result is then being saved in the memory y_5. 

XOR operation is again being used for all the three values in 

y_2, y_3 and also y_5. This carry the meaning of y_2 being 

XORed with y_3 and the result is being XORed again with 

y_5. This final result is then recorded in the memory named 

y_6.  

Moreover, the value of y_6 must be added up with 

the initial z input value and the result is hence stored in the 

memory x_2. The output (encrypted text) is then indicated 

as final_y and final_z. The second TEA round (another half 

of the TEA cycle) is considered completed. A complete 

cycle of TEA encryption is now repeated for thirty two 

times to reach the requirement of a full TEA encryption [2]. 

B. TEA decryption algorithm 

The decryption of TEA is basically almost the same as the 

encryption of TEA with the function is being reversed. The 

decryption process started with the encrypted text is now 

treated as the input of the algorithm in which the final_y is 

indicated as input_y and final_z is indicated as the input_z. 

The input_z is initially being left-shifted with 4-bits and the 

result is then being added up with the third passkey which is 

the K[2] and the result is then being kept aside in the 

memory with the name of z_2. The input_z is then being 

utilized to add up with the Golden Ratio constant and the 

result is being saved in the memory z_3. The following step 

is to reuse again the input_z value to undergo a right-shift of 

5-bits and the result is being added up with the fourth 

passkey which is the K[3] with the result being recorded in 

the memory named z_5. 

The decryption process continued with the z_2 

being XORed with the z_3 and the result is again being 

XORed with z_5. This final result is then stored in the 

memory carrying the name of z_6. Next, the value of z_6 

must be reduced by the input_y value and the result is being 

saved in the memory x_1 in order for the one round TEA 

decryption to be utilized up to this point. The decryption 

process is then being proceed to the next round by left-

shifting the value of x_1 with 4-bits and the result is added 

up with the first passkey carrying the name of K[0]. Then 

the output is being kept in y_2 memory. The algorithm is 

progressed with the x_1 value being added with the Golden 

Ratio constant and a y_3 memory is utilized to record the 

result obtained. Followed by the x_1 value is being reused to 

undergo a right-shift of 5-bits with the output is being added 

up with the value of the second passkey which is K[1]. The 

final result is then being stored in the y_5 memory. 

            The decryption process is progressed with the y_2 

being XORed with the y_3 and the result is again being 

XORed with y_5. This final result is then recorded in the 

memory with the name of y_6. Moreover, the value of y_6 

must be reduced by the input_z and the result is being saved 

in the memory x_2. A complete cycle of TEA is now 

repeated for thirty two times to reach the requirement of a 

full TEA decryption. The output (decrypted text) is then 

being compared with the input (plaintext) of the encryption 

process in order to obtain a same value or message [2]. 
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Fig. 3: Execution flow of decryption algorithm 

C. TEA Development using Netbeans IDE 

TEA as web service can be implemented by using two 

technologies SOAP and REST. SOAP is heavy weight 

component. SOAP uses lot of technologies. By using SOAP 

we cannot modify the resource on web server. SOAP uses 

WSDL file for communication between client and server. 

            REST is a light weight component. In REST each 

service is identified by a URI. REST is implemented by 

HTTP standard methods (GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE). 

GET method is used to access the web service. By using 

REST we can modify the service located in web server. In 

this project consist of two module; web service module and 

client module. Web service module is developed by using 

SOAP technology and client module is developed by using 

HTML and JSP. Using the wsdl file we can call the web 

service located in the server side by using jsp scripts. 

D. Software Requirements 

 Netbeans IDE 7.1 

 Glassfish server 4.1 

Netbeans IDE is used for developing web service 

application. For deployment purpose we need .war(web 

archive) file of the project. The .war file of the project can 

be created from build.xml file. After creating the .war file, 

ant script is used for deploying. 

IV.  RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. Decryption and encryption latency 

File size 

(Bytes) 

TEA  

Encryption 

Latency (uS) 

TEA  

Decryption 

Latency(uS) 

1024 10.57 9.8 

4096 10.4 10.33 

32768 10.88 10.77 

131072 10.79 10.43 

1048576 11.36 11.39 

Table. 1: FILE SIZE vs LATENCY 

Encryption latency is the time taken to convert a 

byte of plain text into cipher text. Decryption latency is the 

time taken to convert a byte of cipher text into plain text. It 

depends on key size and plain text size. Table 1 gives the 

encryption and decryption latency for different file size. 

Fig.1 and Fig.2 are the decryption and encryption 

latency graphs.  

 
Fig. 5: Graph for encryption latency 

 

Fig. 6: Graph for decryption latency 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The result for the Web Service approach is successfully 

demonstrated as the encrypted decrypted text is matched 

with the original plaintext. The algorithm is found to be 

lightweight in nature and can be deployed as a service 

across web infrastructure with the least amount of resource 

addition due to its small footprint, small memory 

consumption, and low encryption and decryption times. This 

algorithm is extremely suitable for cases where flexibility 

and resource constrained environments are involved. 
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